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have you searched in vain for people As a special service to you send a legal
oriented briefings on cultures you are sized self addressed stamped 28 .2828 en-

velopestudying or working with if so culturculter for one complimentary culturgram
grams may be worth investigating A cuturculturcoutur of your choice a complete publications
gram is people focussed briefly describing list with prices and an intercultural com-

municatorgreetings visiting eating etiquette gestures municator resources brochure write BYU
and other valuable information which will LRC 246 B 34 provo utah 84602 or call
help you understand your world neighbors 801 3782651378 2651

these four page culture capsules are culturgrams are currently available for
published by the language research center the following cultures
at brigham young university covering argentina italy
almost seventy cultures these and other australia japan
materials have been popular in elementary austria korea
through university classrooms around the belgium flemish lebanon
country and in many parts of the world belgium french luxembourg

bolivia malaysiauses have ranged from orientation of mexico
international students to teachers and host brazil
families to aids for curriculum development bulgaria netherlands

eastern new zealand
in the classroom A program officer from canada
the institute of international education canada french nicaragua

wrote 1I am very impressed with the work canada western norway
okinawaof the center and the practical nature of the chile
panamachinamaterials you produce an elementary

school teacher in tennessee said 1 I was colombia paraguay

very pleased with the quantity and superb costa rica peru
philippinesdenmarkquality of the culturgram contents your
poland

publication has helped me when books ecuador
portugalel salvadorbeach calif-

ornia
have failed from redondo puerto rico

a gentleman wrote 1I recently read england
samoa

some of your excellent culturgrams in a
finland
fiji

scotland
local library I1 am a teacher of english

france singaporeto foreign students and would very much south africalike to order for my school a complete set germany

of the culturgrams from the marylhurstMarylhurst greece spain
swedenguatemalaeducation center comes after a lengthy
switzerlandsearch for materials BYUs are clearly the honduras

most universally useful and meaningful hong kong tahiti
of chinaiceland republicto the intercultural situation

india thailand
the BYU language research center indonesia tonga

develops and makes available learning iran uruguay

materials to help promote better com-
munication

republic of ireland USSR
venezuelaireland northernmunication and understanding between

israel jewish walesamericans and other people throughout the
world israel palestinian arab




